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requirement of all road users for their help to keep us all safe. They ensure that other drivers
around you know of your presence and recognize your movements on the road. Picking the
best Jeep Wrangler LED tail lights is no walk in the park, however, as the market is swamped
with options. They have certainly delivered the promise of protection against water, dust and
other impacts. Heavy rainfall or pressure washing has yet to cause any issues. I like the 4D lens
system that comes with the reverse lights, which provides a super bright beam that illuminates
everything in my path as while in reverse gear. It works brilliantly well with my reverse camera
and ensures that no obstacle is overlooked as I drive backward. There remains a gap of just a
few millimeters at the top of the units. I had to add a rubber insert to fill the gap and keep the
water out. The J. W Speaker lights are some terrific Jeep JK tail light units, offering ease of use
and installation. It took upwards of 15 minutes for me to install everything, and that was a
record. In my opinion, these rear lighting and signaling systems offer great value for money,
providing a high level of practicality. I like that the load resistor is pre-installed, saving me the
time and effort needed to work it out and potentially screw it up. Once again, I had to apply a
makeshift solution to these gaps to ensure that water and dust stay out. The brightness is
superb enough for illumination off-road. There are no condensation issues thus far. In
summary, below are some main pros and cons that you should expect from the J. Speaker LED
tail lights. Overall, the J. Speaker tail lights offer a great all-in-one lighting solution for the back
end of your Jeep. This has offered me ample light to keep me safe on the road. The housing
feels solid and well-sealed, affording great protection for its interior. Installation was quick and
easy, especially with the help of the color-coded wire connectors. I like that such small units are
loaded with purposes, from brake lights, turn signals to license illumination. In saying that,
top-notch performance is all I need. The look is just a bonus. These tail lights have gone above
and beyond with their practicality. The Xprite Jeep Wrangler smoked tail lights are a
fashionable, all-in-one solution for your Jeep Wrangler upgrade. They offer turn signals, brake
lights, running lights and reverse lights. The smoke PMMA lenses and the designs of the
housing lend my black Jeep a rugged and modern look, certainly a piece of accessory I would
proudly display on my vehicle at all times. The lights work well and the brightness is fantastic,
with little to be criticised. The housing is durable, though I think the seal could do with some
strengthening, having fogged up inside after each downpour. The units are easy to maintain
otherwise, with no big issue even though I have not washed my Jeep so often. The load
resistors also come with the purchase and are pre-installed, making the whole process easier
than it would have been. Save for the feeble waterproofing, which you can easily remedy with
the fix suggested above, the Xprite Jeep Wrangler LED tail lights are worth every penny and will
offer you an effective lighting solution for the back of your Jeep. These Wrangler tail lights have
an awesome design, offering my Jeep a brilliant, refreshing look. The smoked lenses help to
augment the already impressive appearance of the assembly. The amount of light they produce
is unparalleled, providing me with a high level of visibility and making reversing in the dark all
easier. Still, with the price these units currently go for, it hardly burnt a hole in my wallet. I
ended up having them professionally fitted to make sure they worked as intended. Besides the
Euro style that gives my Jeep a more modern look, the whole kit is downright easy to set up. It
took me no more than 10 minutes to have everything in place and ready for a test drive. The
lenses are so clear they make the exact same lights considerably brighter than they were

before. One downside to this kit is that the reflectors feel a bit fragile and are seemingly prone
to breakage. I think the use of better materials for these components would have turned this
conversion kit into a gem. Overall, this product hardly left a dent in my pocket, which makes it a
perfect option for price-conscious Jeep owners. I bought myself a few kits, just in case I needed
more upgrades or replacements down the line. The Xprite Bold series smoke lens LED tail lights
are yet another impressive all-rounder that has warranted a lot of attention online, mine
included. These Jeep LED tail lights let out ample light with a high level of brightness, allowing
for effective illumination when I back up my Jeep. The housing is unsurpassed in its durability. I
have had no issues whatsoever with condensation. While load resistors are included, a lack of
installation instructions did not offer me much help in putting them to good use. I decided not to
use them and have yet to experience any hyperblinking. They serve their purpose perfectly and
have caused no grievance to my satisfaction nor my hip pocket thus far. I particularly love the
sequential blinking light of these units. Not only is it unique but also highly noticeable, making
sure that all eyes are on my Wrangler and keeping me safe. With a reasonable price, these new
Jeep tail lights have offered me a fantastic all-in-one lighting solution for the rear of my
Wrangler. Installation took a tad longer than most other units I have installed in the past, though
it was still an easy, hassle-free process. The connection was just a little too tight, which took me
a bit of time and effort to get the units in place firmly. Everything felt solid and strong
afterwards so it was well worth the time. After a few rainfalls, though not too heavy, I did notice
that a bit of moisture had seeped in. This could be a nuisance for some, but it generally goes
away soon after. To prevent that issue from happening again, I would recommend reinforcing
the seal with some silicone. I enjoy the clarity of the PMMA lenses tremendously. The
brightness they afford me is beyond what I expected when I first made the purchase. The solid
housing provides the tail lights with a great level of protection against moisture, dust and
impact. Another thing to love about this product is its stainless steel hardware, which is often
underrated or overlooked by most manufacturers. This helps ensure that my tail lights stay
unaffected by rust and corrosion. The color-coded wiring connectors made it extremely easy for
me to work out what to do as soon as I unboxed the lights. The bigger problem facing me was
the installation. The MaxxHaul tail lights are definite bang for your buck, with a lot of features to
offer, a performance worth bragging about and little to be criticised. The Xprite Rival Tail lights
are another excellent all-in-one solution I was lucky enough to get my hands on. They add a
unique and fashionable look to my Wrangler. The smoke lenses have not let me down in terms
of their clarity as well as strength. The overall performance is unquestionably worth the money.
The housing has proved to be of great quality too, designed for longevity and resistance to
impact. Despite the many terrains I have travelled, rocks and stones are yet to pose any serious
challenges to the integrity of these units. On the whole, these Xprite Jeep Wrangler JL tail lights
work exceptionally well, though still have room for improvements, alongside a great many
things to like about it. Like most other products on the market, reputable brands can offer much
more than a pretense of prestige and quality. Picking the right brand of tail lights helps ensure
that you get the most value for your money. Know your car make and model so as to find the
right fit. Trusted sellers should explicitly state what vehicles their products are compatible with.
If there is an obvious lack of information, you should hold off on the purchase until you can
ascertain that it is made for your vehicle. Hyperblinking is a common result of swapping out
incandescent or halogen bulbs for LED tail lights. Load resistors are the solution to this issue.
As such, you are likely to find a lot more tail light products out there with LEDs than with any
other types of bulbs. LEDs are generally more energy-effective, more durable and have a much
longer lifespan. In addition, installation for Jeep Wrangler tail light bulb other than LED may
require much more of your time and effort. A lens helps create a magnifying glass effect that
sees the light travel much further and wider. A lens system comes in two main types: 4D and
5D. A 4D lens system includes fish-eye projectors added to each LED. It helps increase the
focus of the lights and its visibility by a long distance. A 5D lens system, on the other hand,
contains reflective project cups enclosing each LED. It helps project light to a wider area, thus
providing even higher visibility than its 4D counterpart. Whether a 4D or a 5D system is better
for you heavily depends on your needs, be it the need for higher performance or lower cost. But
for obvious reasons, a 5D lens system may come with a bigger price tag. A lumen is a unit used
to measure the brightness of a source of light. The higher the lumens, the brighter the light.
Brighter tail lights help you stand out more, increasing your own safety by ensuring that other
road users know where and how far ahead you are. This helps them gauge the safe distance
they need to keep before it gets too little too late. On the other hand, wattage is the amount of
power needed to achieve a certain lumens output. This method will tell you whether one tail
light is more energy-efficient than another. But in general, tail lights are fairly affordable when
compared to other components of a vehicle. Tail lights are a must, be it on a Jeep or any other

types of vehicles such as trucks, vans, caravans or boats. They serve to keep you visible and
safe, on and off-road. They help to inform other road users of your presence and allow them to
work out the safe distance. They also serve to keep you oriented while backing up. Though their
visibility can be limited, some are bright enough to have everything in your path lit up, exposing
potential obstacles. This is particularly useful for drivers whose cars are equipped with backup
cameras. Most Jeep Wrangler rear LED lights of the latest models include a variety of functions
in one housing, such as lights for parking, stopping, reversing, turn signals or even for
illuminating the license plate. Some tail light assemblies also include fog lights. These are lights
with augmented brightness that helps increase illumination in low-visibility driving conditions
such as fog, dust, rain or snow. Some also have an interior reflective base to magnify the light,
helping to light up a wider area. Tail lights work by lighting up the rear end of your Jeep and its
surroundings, informing the driver behind you of your presence and helping them gauge the
position and size of your vehicle, and the estimated distance between you and them. Tail lights
are a set-and-forget type of component because once installed, they work concurrently with
your headlights. You need only turn on your headlights for the tail lights to come on. The only
time you can forget to turn them on is when you forget to have your headlights on. Apart from
visibility while driving at night, tail lights also help you become more visible in inclement
weather conditions such as heavy rainfall, snowfall or thick fog. Tail lights can stop working if
the bulbs burn out. Most car makes and models allow for easy swapping, while some can be a
bit more tricky to replace by non-professionals. LED tail lights are generally more
energy-effective and typically last longer than most other types. They can be obtained for a
fraction of the price they used to go for and are highly sought-after within the automotive
industry as well as many others. Halogen lights are standard light bulbs you can find on most
vehicles, often a default choice for Jeep manufacturer, save for newer high-end models. Jeep
Wrangler owners are likely to find halogen lights included with the purchase of their vehicles.
HID high-intensity discharge is another type of tail lights. They also tend to last longer than
Halogen, though generally not as long as LED. Like most other products, LED tail lights come
with their own benefits and downsides, as listed below. LED tail lights, when compared to other
types, are more cost-effective; not because they cost less, but because they tend to last much
longer than their traditional counterparts. Their solid state means that they are less susceptible
to breakage, saving you the time, effort and money spent on repairing them every so often. They
are also efficient in the amount of energy they utilise; producing more and brighter light with
less power. LED tail lights also offer better visibility of a wider area, helping to expose every
obstacle in your path. Most disadvantages associated with tail lights, though not exclusive to
LED, have a lot to do with their usage. Because of their positions, being so low to the ground,
the impact is inevitable or even magnified if you travel off-road often. As a result, damages are
common and can leave you out of pocket just to repair them every so often. Each set of tail
lights comes with its own installation instructions, which can differ slightly from one to another.
However, they often follow the general step-by-step guide outlined below:. Do remember to take
note of each wiring that is connected to different light functions. Step 4: Connect the LED tail
lights using the supplied wiring kit or your own. Step 5: Test the lights to ensure they work
properly and as intended. Step 6: Bolt the lights back in place. These instructions are general in
nature. Make sure to follow the product guide that comes with your purchase for more proper
installation. When shopping on these platforms, do make sure that you read every bit of
information before making a decision so as to avoid nasty surprises. Alternatively, most
aforementioned reputable brands also distribute their products online through these websites,
offering you peace of mind and the assurance of quality. As another option, you can try other
specialty stores where you can also receive advice and assistance with installing the products
from the professionals. Each manufacturer has a different warranty program for its products,
but generally speaking, most offer somewhere between 12 months to 3 years. As mentioned
above, a warranty program is one factor you should keep in mind when picking an LED tail light
for your Jeep Wrangler so as to get the most out of your purchase. Tail lights are often
subjected to impact from rocks and stones, strayed trolleys conducted by shoppers with less
than zero care factor, or by careless drivers on the road. Cracks, chips and scratches are
common, though a lack of care can also see their lifespan reduced. Another common issue with
tail lights, or head lights for that matter, is oxidation. This is the process where the lenses
become oxidised over time and start to lose their clarity. The important consequence of that is
that your lights are no longer as bright as they used to be. To prevent this from happening,
consider applying a layer of wax or clear coat over the top of the lenses. Alternatively, a paint
protection film is a good option. A new pair of tail lights is your only option if your current units
are on their way out. Picking the best Jeep Wrangler LED tail lights depends on a lot of factors,
but most of all, your needs and budget. Make use of the reviews and buying guide above to help

you make an informed decision on the best pair of tail lights for you and your steel beast. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Speaker Model Jeep
Tail Light 3. Frequently Asked Questions Conclusion. Not fitting snugly to the vehicle. Packed
with LED chips for effective lighting Compatible with various other 12V vehicles Well-built and
durable housing Moisture and corrosion resistant Color-coded wiring for easy installation. Load
resistors not included with the purchase. Quality LED for effective lighting and durability Strong
and effective housing for protection against impact Low-maintenance Easy to install with
color-coded wiring Pre-installed load resistors included for minimising h
metra 70 5600
hvac wiring diagrams
wiring diagram honeywell motorised valve
yperflashing. Condensation issue due to ineffective sealing. Remarkably clear lenses with
fashionable designs Improving the brightness of the lights Easy to set up with minimal tools. No
instructions on how to install the load resistors. Excellent lighting Sequential turn signals for a
unique look Great money back guarantee program All-in-one tail light units with numerous
functions Reasonably priced. A minor issue with condensation. Well-sealed housing for
protection against condensation and water Rated to resist impact Super bright light beams
Super clear lenses with UV resistance Color-coded connection for effortless installation. LED
tail lights can emit a higher amount with less energy They tend to last longer thanks to their
shock-resistant solid state components They light up much faster than most traditional lighting
methods They can be designed to provide a focused light beam. They are said to be costly The
emitters heat up easily and require load resistors to prevent burning.

